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EVERYDAY LIFE OF THE UKRAINIAN PEASANTRY UNDER THE 
CONDITIONS OF THE SOVIET REALITY DURING 1950-60

Daily life being rather intense concept includes life practices in all aspects of 
human life. During recent decades history has focused on the study of everyday 
life of distinct social groups as well as of the whole nations. It promotes better 
understanding the origins of the changes taking place in the separate states and in 
the whole world. Therewith daily life is a set of special routines of a human being 
to ensure his or her material and cultural needs. Every social stratum has its own 
set of everyday practices. It depends upon the climatic and geographical conditions 
which have influence on mental features. Also they are influenced by as well as 
upon the policy of the state.

For a long time peasantry used to be the most numerous social stratum. It had 
its own style of life which depended on the type of economic activity and on the 
characteristics of economic activities and labor management. Therefore the 
examination of rural people everyday practices is an urgent problem.

Until the latter half of the twentieth century the population dependent on 
agriculture predominated in the social structure of Ukraine1. More than a half of 
Ukrainians were involved into the agricultural production. The effectiveness of 
their economic activities affects the level and the quality of life, the process of 
reproduction, the education and the socialization of children.

The most important period for the Soviet economy was 1950-60s. Ukrainian 
lands were a part of the Soviet Union. The Soviet society had already familiarized 
with the Soviet style of life during the 1920s. In the course of the 1950 the state 
had normalized the situation in the country and started to innovate and improve 
national economy, culture and social sphere. In the first instance, these changes 
affected the agricultural sector and the rural population2.

The Ukrainian agricultural production as well as the Soviet production was 
concentrated in the state households — in state farms (sovkhoz) as well as in 
collective and state farms (kolkhoz) were state owned types of farms. The rural 
population was mainly concentrated in a huge number of Soviet collective farms3. 
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The activities of the members of any agricultural artel were under the influence 
of the Farm Charter. This important document was adopted 17 February 1935. This 
Charter with a number of the amendments and clarifications was approved by the 
collective farm workers’ general meetings in all Soviet farms4. The changed 
charter was in force during the 1950-60s5.There were Soviet social standards for 
the collective farmers and the principle of individual land usage in this legal paper. 
The main task of each agricultural cooperative was the fulfillment of the special 
state plans for the supply of agricultural products. Consequently, the fulfillment of 
the commitments to the state was the most important part of the farmers’ activity.

Another significant feature of the Soviet peasants was the limitation of the 
movement of rural people with the accordance to the ‘Regulations on the passport’ 
adopted 27 December 19326. Sixteen-year-olds who lived in the cities and workers' 
settlements were responsible for having an identification card. People living in 
rural areas except co-operative farms had no identification cards. The registration 
of the population was based on the settler lists. Since that time each farmer would 
lose the right to live out of his or her village and to move to the other residential 
place. While visiting his or her relatives in the cities, regional centers or towns, a 
peasant could live there without a residence permit up to 5 days. The new 
‘Regulations on the passport’ was approved by the Council of Ministers 21 
October 19537. It did not contain any major innovations. The last document had 
been operated without any changes until 1974.

The most important documents in all spheres of rural life were adopted during 
the rule of Stalin and especially Khrushchev. A number of laws in the following 
spheres as: agriculture, production planning, wages of collective farmers, culture 
and other services in rural areas affected the gradual improvement in the lives of 
rural residents8.

The most important issue for the peasant was the land use. According to the 
Charter of the Agricultural Artel, the members of the collective farm had small 
plots of land use, sized 0,4 — 0,5 ha. There were special restrictions to the number 
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of livestock and poultry. Also there were peculiar pains and penalties for those 
members of agricultural cooperatives who hadn’t worked enough for the proper 
collective farms. The Ukrainian peasants worked for their labor-day units9. For 
every day one turned up to work he or she got labor-day units. In the early 1950's 
the payment for every made at the year end or in the beginning of the next one. 
The usual type of payment was organic food and sometimes money10. For the 
farmers to be engaged in the work on a collective farm, they practiced extra charge 
for the fulfillment and the overfulfillment of a state plan11.

The peasants who had not made a set minimum number of labor-day units 
usually were fined. Also they could reduce the size of the peasants’ plots. There 
were a number of the exclusions from the collective farms. The exclusions 
followed by a withdrawal of the land plots.

As it can be seen from the above the Soviet Ukrainian was closely connected 
with the agricultural department of social production in their everyday economic 
proceedings. Despite the intensive efforts of the Party and Government to 
mechanize labor in the countryside, during the postwar period the percentage of 
use of manual labor was rather high. Moreover this index number was rather high 
even in the late 1970s in certain types of crop production. For example, the share 
of manual labor in production of sugar beet was 70%. The index numbers in the 
sphere of animal production were approximately the same12.

It was the result of the low level of electrification in Ukrainian villages. 
Therefore the use of equipment using electricity was very slight. In 1959 the work 
of about 340,000 (100%) milkmaids could be characterized by the low mechanized 
manual labor. Even in the late 1970s the share of manual labor in the state farms in 
Ukraine was 74% — in animal production, 71% — in pork-and-lard swine 
breeding, pig, 90% — in  sheep breeding and 78% — in poultry breeding13. 
Therefore the labor productivity of the peasants who was working in the state 
farms was the urgent problem.

The statistical surveys held in the course of 1950-60s show the following 
conclusions about the level and the labor mix in the collective and state farms. The 
able-bodied farmers used to spend about 70% of their labor hours working on a 
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collective farm14. In the beginning of the 1950s a total budget of a rural family 
got about 34% of funding resources from the collective and state farms15. 
Throughout the duration of a decade these budget revenues was gradually 
increasing. In the mid 1960s the share of income from collective and state farms in 
the family budget had grown up to 42%16. The daily wages was irregularly paid in 
labor day units. In 1956 they adopted the rule about the pavement of subsistence 
allowance to the collective farmers17. Before the abovementioned act of law a 
peasant received his or her salary at the end of the proper year. So the imprest 
system was enacted in the late 1950s.

The labor mix consisted of monetary items and wages payable in kind. During 
the 1950s the collective farms produced most of food products. The core 
competence was the yielding of crop products, namely corn. In Ukrainian villages 
they used to pay to the farmers in grain. Grain was widely used in the household to 
feed the family as well as the domestic animals. The farmers didn’t repay to the 
collective farms such items of crop production as potato, vegetables, melons, fruit 
and berries in great numbers. The percentage of cash and in-kind income from the 
collective farm into the family budgets was gradually changed in favor of the 
incoming receivables. In 1953 the incoming receivables of the farms constituted 
only 28.5% of all take-outs of all the collective farms. In 1964 this criterion 
increased up to 72%18.

One could see quite a different picture of incomes into the farmer’s family 
budget from their private farms. The able-bodied members of the family tried to do 
the best with their household before the work. Also they managed their 
housekeeping works after they had returned from the work. Those families who 
had such age categories as adolescents and the elderly were able to perform some 
work in the household throughout the daylight hours. 

The rural families most of all profited from their subsidiary personal plots 
among all the items of income. In 1952 the percentage the profit of the average 
Ukrainian farm figured up to 50% from their subsidiary personal plots. In 1964 this 
index was about 45%19. The subsidiary personal plot provided farmer’s families 
with animal production and with potato, vegetables and fruit in great numbers20. 
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Consequently the profit of a subsidiary personal plot allowed to have healthy 
food as well as to dispose the rest of agriculture products in the market or to sell it 
to the cooperative and public organizations.

The peasant families spent the money that come from the sale of the 
agricultural products to improve their financial position, to buy basic consumer 
goods, clothes and shoes. There was an obvious relationship between the collective 
farms and the subsidiary personal plots. The collective farms provided a peasant 
family with domestic animals’ food. It was instrumental in getting high-calorie 
animal products. The animal products were considerably more expensive at the 
market.

The level and quality of peasants’ lives were based on the capacity of a number 
of rural families’ budgets to spend money on goods. During 1950-60s the incomes 
into peasant families’ budgets were gradually increasing. It made the buying 
capacity better. The most significant was the 1958 year involved.  A lot of peasant 
families got the highest indexes on many budget items. It was the result of the 
ruling adopted in 1957 to abolish the compulsory delivery of any kind of 
agricultural suppliers made by subsidiary personal plots. Also the abovementioned 
ruling abolished the mandatory repurchase of sovereign bonds.

However, during the following years the Government was revising its position 
according to the subsidiary personal plots. It resulted in limitation of cattle in 
subsidiary personal plots. This restriction affects the income into the family 
budgets of peasants.

Nevertheless the earned profit of the families was obvious. One could see the 
increasing of purchasing power. First of all it took place due to the food production 
which mainly came from the subsidiary personal plots. The food consumer goods 
basket also consisted of food industrial production. But the latest category in 
comparison with the products made by the subsidiary personal plots was rather 
low. Ukrainian rural families consumed a lot of potato, bread and bakery products, 
milk, bacon and eggs throughout the country. Such products as pasta or rice 
became a part of the consumer goods basket in rural areas only in the late 1950s21.

The consumption of basic consumer goods has its own peculiarities. Firstly, the 
peasants used to buy a lot of fabric, mostly cotton because of a total deficit of 
demand cheap goods in the countryside. Cotton tailored into clothes, bed linen and 
smallclothes. It was common to make clothes and even shoes in the rural 
craftsmen’s. The state tried to organize a number of service centers in rural areas 
for the short period of time but its action had failed. Even in the early 1960s there 
were not enough of service centers.

The prices per fabrication of some types of cloth were different in the regional 
tailor’s and in the rural handicraftsman. Secondly, the low level of goods delivery 
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in the countryside created such a social phenomenon as the blackmarketeering. 
The peasants bought necessary goods at the various individuals at an over-inflated 
price. The appreciation of the personal total and per capita material consumption of 
some items was caused by the blackmarketeering.

Thirdly, the farmers had to go to the remote areas or to the big cities of Ukraine 
and even Russia to buy the most deficient articles. Among them were: clothes and 
construction materials. Rural residents had adapted to the Soviet life style. They 
used to sell agricultural products (potato, vegetables, fresh and dried fruit) with a 
in the markets of the big cities to get high cash resources22. 

Despite some positive changes in the sphere of goods consumption, the 
tailoring of homespun was quite common in the early 1950s. This method 
eliminates heavy expenses but it needed great physical resources and time 
expenditures. Homespun cloth was made from hemp or flax. It depended on the 
climatic conditions. Flax or hemp was processed, soaked, whitened. The hard 
fragments were removed. Then they spun fibers and gave it to the local weavers to 
produce homespun cloth. After that they sewed clothes. Sometimes they sewed it 
themselves. The farmers didn’t luxuriate in their everyday life. The younger 
children wore clothes of their elders. The clothes were sewn up, mended and 
patched. And even then peasants often cut fabrics into the strips and then woven 
homespun rugs which were widely distributed in the peasant houses.

In the late 1950s — early 1960s the farmers used to buy clothing or sew it in 
the local tailor’s. The most common kind of footwear was the tarpaulin boots. 
They usually bought large sizes to fit the whole family. These boots were everyday 
footwear for women, men and children23. It was caused by the terrible pavements 
and shut the opportunity to wear more expensive leather shoes.

The house of a rural family was the important part of life of the peasants. By 
the beginning of the 1960s almost all the family farmers lived in their own 
homes24. The Soviet government planned to improve a number of rural 
communities, to pave, to construct cultural, educational, medical and retail 
establishments. Usually these buildings were built in the center of the village. As a 
rule, they closed church buildings converted or dismantled them for building 
materials. In the course of 1950-60s the appearance of Ukrainian villages had quite 
changed. However, the rural living-space fund was predominantly old. A half of 
the rural houses (so called ‘huts’) were built before 194125. In the early 1960s most 
of the houses in the village were sun-dried with clayed or earthen floors. The 
houses had straw or reed roofs. The houses were built with the use of cheaper local 
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materials. It was typical peculiarity in rural areas of different regions of 
Ukraine. The improvement of living conditions was extremely slow because it 
required both pretty big cash costs as well as physical resources26. The peasants 
tried to reduce the cost of construction. They used recycled construction materials.

The peasants’ houses were small. Usually there were a mud room, a cenacle, 2 
or 3 rooms in the house. They used to put down the cattle into a mud room to hide 
them from the severe frosts in winter27. The cenacle could be used as a kitchen and 
a dining room. The windows in the houses except the Transcarpathian region were 
small, wooden and double glazing. The furnace serves as a place of cooking. Also 
they used it for heating. The usual types of fuel were sunflower stalks, corn, 
firewood, wood, coal, peat, and even dry cow dung. As a rule, it was warm in the 
house when the fuel was burning in the stove. The living conditions were very 
simple. There were no water-supply system, pipelines and sanitary and hygienic 
facilities in the house. There were two most important things to have the sealed 
roof and to keep the rooms in warmth. In the early 1960s a half of rural houses 
were electrized. The peasants were limited in possibilities of using home 
appliances not only by the lack of it in the stores and by high prices. They were 
restricted in the consumption of electricity. They mostly drank water from wells, 
ponds and rivers28.

The interior design of the houses as well as the peasants’ furniture both were 
characterized by simplicity and modesty. The most common articles of furniture 
were tables, chairs and beds29. Moreover it was common to make furniture in the 
local rural woodworkers’ and to use local materials. In the late 1950s not every 
family had a bed in the house. They used to make the mattresses themselves. The 
mattresses were made of coarse cloth and filled with straw or leaves of corn and 
sunflower. Later they began to buy the down quilts made in the factories. In the 
early 1950 there was gauze fabric above the windows. But in the late 1950s 
peasants bought simple curtain lace for the half of the window and sewed chintz 
curtains30. Gradually they started to buy new furniture and household items. 
Among them were: wardrobes and bookcases, chairs, three-leaved mirrors, 
televisions, radios, sewing and washing machines, refrigerators. However, in the 
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early 1960s not all peasant families were able to buy the following 
technological: refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, televisions, motorcycles, bicycles or 
cameras31. 

A number of large-scale public reforms caused some characteristic changes in 
the daily practice of the peasants. Firstly, the policy of eliminating the small towns 
and villages led to the extinction of a vast amount of Ukrainian villages. Especially 
it took place in the north-west of Ukraine.

Secondly, the consolidation policy had a special influence upon the collective 
farms. Also it’s worth while noting the huge migration of peasants from both the 
northern and western regions to the southern and eastern regions of Ukraine in 
order to reduce the undermanning in agricultural production there. Besides, it was 
the result of the construction of artificial lakes, reservoirs, hydroelectric plants. 

The constructing of giant reservoirs and powerful multichain hydrothermal 
systems on the Dnieper had an essential role in changing the settlement structure 
and the appearance of Ukrainian villages32. In the period under consideration such 
hydroelectric power stations Kakhovskaya, Kremenchugskaya and 
Dneprodzerzhinskaya were drafted and put into operation.

The release of territories in the area of future flooding and the transfer of the 
whole collective farms were stipulated in the plans of the construction of artificial 
reservoirs and hydropower plants. They also needed to transfer industrial, 
economic and cultural community facilities and even the residences of the 
farmers33. The abovementioned actions were explained by the necessity to develop 
the national economy, agriculture as well as to provide the peasantry with the 
technical innovations.

The realization of this rational task overburdened the thousands of farmers. 
First of all, it should be noted that the areas allocated for flooding were habitable 
and populated areas. So the peasants were forced to leave his or her home grounds 
as well as their houses, well-kept gardens, the treated areas. Also the rural 
cemeteries were the subject to flooding. In an addition of these problems there 
were a number of financial issues. The collective farms often were not able to 
organize large-scale works for construction of industrial complexes and residential 
homes. The village residents themselves used to do it so for a few years they 
couldn’t take part in production and economic activity34. It’s also worth while 
saying about a cash shortage. The state created a special committee, so called 
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Evaluation Commission35. The main task of this structure was to determine the 
value of the old houses. 

However, the peasants’ houses were mostly built during the pre-war period. The 
deterioration of the houses was rather significant. The construction of new 
residences with the accordance to the proposed and approved standard designs 
forced peasants to cover their roofs with the tile shingles. It cost much more 
expensive than usual materials. The collective farms created special industrial 
construction crews which consisted of 25-30 people. The settlers were forced to 
make arrangements with the contractors themselves so the construction costs were 
talked over by the customer and the contractor. The cost of building materials 
increased significantly36. It was quite clear that the Ukrainian peasants’ 
resettlement process was a heavy daily test. It exacerbated the difficult economic, 
financial, domestic and psychological conditions of the peasants. Only during the 
construction of hydroelectric power plants more than 70 thousand peasant 
households in Kherson, Mykolayiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava, Cherkasy and 
Kirovohrad regions were moved to.

Spiritual life also was a component of the daily life of the peasantry. During the 
Soviet period time-honored traditions and rituals were changed by the new way of 
life. During the 1950s they continued to close down the local houses of worship 
and religious temples in many rural areas37. Religious buildings had been 
converted into all kinds of economic, cultural and educational buildings. Church 
bell shots and domes were taken off. The abovementioned actions were explained 
by the lack of buildings. Also they were justified by contempt of the religion and 
believers. They slighted the Ukrainian culture sent down roots in the very essence 
of the Ukrainians.

However, there was information about permanent visits of individuals into the 
churches in a number of findings made by the Board on the Russian Orthodox 
Church in Ukraine. On ordinary Sundays the number of worshipers in the church 
and those people who attended services ranged from 10 to 100 people, depending 
on the population. But the attendance of the church on great religious holidays 
such as Easter and Christmas was significantly higher. It amounted from 100 to 
400 or more visitors in each church and chapel. The information about the age 
composition of the religious communities and visitors was also important. All the 
certificates of rural religious communities and church buildings contained the 
following information. The most active visitors of churches and prayer houses 
were middle aged women and old men. Many elders to supply their spiritual needs 
were forced to attend church services in areas located rather far from their place of 
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residence38. Sometimes they had to get over 10-12 kilometers, sometimes even 
16 kilometers39. 

The ideological as well as the cultural and educational propagandas were very 
important components of life in every Ukrainian village. The extensive network of 
the Soviet party careerists required to promote and explain all the government 
measures, decrees and laws was organized in each village. The special attention 
was paid to the entrenchment of the new Soviet holidays and ceremonies into the 
farmers’ life40. 

A complex of preparations for the national and revolutionary holidays was 
regularly discussed at village council meetings or at the meetings of local Party 
organizations. When the rural councils created special cultural and educational 
commissions, these structures used to conduct political educational and cultural 
work, organize educational lectures and prepare for the holidays. 

Ukrainian social traditions used to be formed in the course of many centuries. 
They were the product of creativity of the Ukrainians. But the revolutionary 
traditions and state holidays were gradually brought into the social life of 
Ukrainian village. Among them were such revolutionary and public holidays as: 
Great October Socialist Revolution, May Day, International Women's Day, New 

Year’s Day. At the same time each family separately celebrated the 
abovementioned holiday41.

They also used to celebrate local professional holidays associated with 
agricultural production such as Breeder’s Day, Mechanic’s Day, Youth Day, Spring 
and Labor Day, Harvest-home Day (they celebrated it when they had gathered the 
whole harvest and usually called this holiday Obzhinki)42.

Also a number of new celebrations dedicated to the separate events in the life of 
the farm were created. For example they celebrated checking of agreements on 
socialist team competition or starting school. They hold formal meetings and 
amateur concerts or parties, watched films at the club.

The social consumption of cultural and educational services by peasants had its 
own peculiarities. It was common for rural areas to build a typical large club in big 
towns43. There were enough extension to have a library room, to organize amateur 
art groups and theatre groups, to watch films in such clubs. The clubs had its 
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stationary film projectors. So, rural residents were able to watch films. 
However, during a session it often happened a gust of film because the film 
footages were very old and wiped out. Of course, it affected the quality of the 
service. The clubs were often organized in the unsuitable for cultural activities 
buildings in many small residential places. The residents of these villages had 
limited opportunities to participate in various cultural activities. Usually they 
attended the screenings in the neighboring villages. Thus they had to get out a few 
kilometers on foot. In the late 1950-s — the early 1960s mobile film projectors 
were periodically brought in small villages to perform the needs of the population 
in watching movies. The portraits of eminent leaders of Party and the government 
had to be disposed in every club without exception. They also had to put 
handwritten stands on the walls of any club. There was information about the plans 
of agricultural production in the stands. The club was the center of the ideological 
propaganda. They organized lectures on party themes, informed about international 
events and scientific discoveries in the clubs. To tell the true, the subject of the 
lectures was strictly limited by party political propaganda44.

The opportunities for the rural residents in the sphere of education were rather 
limited. School-age children needed to overcome a few miles a day to get to 
school. It was complicated in autumn or in winter and also took a lot of time. 
Sometimes children stayed for a week in the neighboring villages. They settled in 
the apartments or in their relatives’ places to attend school. The learning process 
was complicated by the lack of electricity and studying seats in a number of 
schools45. Children were forced to study in two shifts. Many school buildings were 
in a bad condition. There were the lack of textbooks and notebooks. The 
educational services in rural areas were insufficient46.

The consumption of medical services in rural areas in Ukraine also was in a bad 
condition. As a rule equipped medical facilities were situated in large or district 
towns. More common type of medical facilities was rural clinics and rural health 
posts. However, the lack of qualified medical personnel caused not-qualified 
medical care of peasants. They used to be sent to the district hospital47. The most 
common means of transportation for the patients was horse-drawn carts because of 
the lack of a high-speed transport and poor roads48. Moreover, there were not 
enough premises in rural hospitals and sanitary conditions were bad. Sometimes 
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there was no water supply system or elementary wells. It caused the necessity to 
take water far from the proper hospitals49.

The chain of stores also could be characterized by a very low level of services. 
Large rural shops were built only in big towns. There were only commercial 
premises in small towns. There were no proper sanitary conditions. Moreover they 
were not provided with goods50. Limited-line stores caused the incorrect 
redistribution. The shop managers and the vendors tried to provide their families 
and friends with the scarcest goods in the village. In one’s turn it caused the 
dissatisfaction and complaints from villagers.

The key feature of daily life of the Ukrainian peasants in Soviet Union was the 
attachment of the peasants to the collective farms. The practices and enforcement 
mechanisms to make farmers work in the public sector were developed in the 
village. The penalties and the exclusion from the collective farms were common 
types of punishments. The punished peasants automatically lost their right to use 
residential plots. The work in a collective farm was an integral part of everyday life 
of the peasants. Therefore during the 1950-1960s the payment for work on a 
collective farm didn’t become the main type of income for a peasant family. 
Domestic farming continued to be a central element of a family budget. It provided 
families with natural products. It improved the quality of the food, increase 
incomes and improve the material consumption of farmers.

During a decade one could see the growth of absolute measures of expenditures 
for meal and getting the necessities as well as improving of living conditions. The 
market basket of consumer goods became more diversified. However, the 
improvement of living conditions was caused by the enlargement of buildings and 
by the architectural replanning of the separate rooms. Sanitary facilities were not 
available in the houses in this period as well as the water supply system or the 
other communications. But the interior design of the rooms became better. The set 
of furniture in habitable rooms became more diverse.

The improvement of the material position of the collective farmers was pretty 
slow. During the period under consideration the difference between the levels of 
income of rural and urban families remained rather substantial in favor of 
urbanites. The living conditions of peasants and urban residents were significantly 
different.

The consumption of cultural, educational, medical and public services remained 
low in rural areas. The quality of the service depended on the collective farms, on 
their ability to invest into the development of the rural infrastructure. It led the 
settlers of large towns and prosperous farms to get better services. The urban 
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population was in a better position according to the living circumstances and 
the level of cultural services. 

The cultural consumption of peasants depended on the leading line of Party and 
the government. It was aimed at the elimination of vestiges in the form of religious 
believes. However, the villagers continued to celebrate the most important 
religious holidays. They married by banns and baptize children without telling 
anyone. A distinctive feature of the Soviet style of life was the promotion of the 
new holidays and rituals. The new national holidays as well as so-called 
Komsomol weddings, birth registration and send-offs to the army were integrated 
into the social life of village.

Soviet practice of everyday life caused major discontent within the peasants. 
The absence from work in collective farms could be considered a special form of 
social protest51. It was an indicator of social dissatisfaction with the working 
conditions and the level of payment52. The life stance of peasants also could be 
characterized by the participating in the general meetings of peasants’ 
cooperatives. Non-attendance of the collective and state farms members to the 
meetings caused the lack of quorum. Besides, it showed the disbelief of the 
peasants into the equitable solution of their problems. It was a specific kind of a 
silent social protest.

Disrespect of the state to the collective farmers, wrong policy towards 
agriculture was gradually leading to the activating of protests in rural areas. In 
1963 because of the lack of bread the revolt farmers who refused to go to work 
were registered. They demanded to double the rates of labor-day unit and to stop 
the sale of grain to the state53.

The complaints and the appeals into the different instances became a type of 
social protest. It was a rather widespread phenomenon. First the farmers wrote to 
the district party’s chapters. But the experience had shown that this approach didn’t 
give any intended effects. Therefore they started to write complaints to the central 
authorities as well as to the newspapers and magazines.

It was the way of social protest against the established practice of rural daily 
life. Usually peasants complained of the violation of the principle of democracy, 
justice, mismanagement and immoral conduct of collective heads. However, in the 
course of time farmers began to think that the poor situation of the members of the 
collective farms was caused not only by work of a collective management in the 
rural areas. Also it was caused by the policy of the central authorities54.
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A kind of social protest also was a gradual outflow of youth from the village. In 
the late 1960s the urban population dominated in Ukraine because young people 
consider the rural way of life to be trad.  It caused the defection of the cultural 
codes and relations ‘man — land’ which had been formed over the centuries 
because the knowledge was transferred for generations. Thus, the practices of 
everyday life of the Ukrainian peasants during 1950-60s showed that the 
accumulation of negative sentiment in a separate society and be separate 
individuals didn’t always lead to the demonstrations and revolutions. But it could 
lead to the social and economic changes in the state. As a result today there are 
extinct settlements and desolation in those areas where during 1950-60s the 
villages were seething with people.
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